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Evaluating Signs of Determinants Using
Single-Precision Arithmetic1
F. Avnaim,2 J.-D. Boissonnat,2 O. Devillers,2 F. P. Preparata,3 and M. Yvinec4
Abstract. Weproposeamethodofevaluatingsignsof2£2and3£3determinantswithb-bitintegerentries
using only b and .b C 1/-bit arithmetic, respectively. This algorithm has numerous applications in geometric
computationandprovidesageneralandpracticalapproachtorobustness.Thealgorithmhasbeenimplemented
and compared with other exact computation methods.
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1. Introduction. Most decisions in geometric algorithms are based on signs of deter-
minants. For example, deciding if a point belongs to a given half-space or a given ball
reduces to evaluating the sign of a determinant. Moreover, such evaluations are often
the only numerical parts of the entire algorithm. Therefore, it is crucial to have reliable
answers to such tests.
This observation relates to the very model of Computational Geometry, whose as-
sumption is that geometric parameters are real numbers and that arithmetic operations
are performed with inﬁnite precision. Obviously, such assumption does not hold when
algorithms are translated into computer programs, where the parameters are represented
eitherasintegersorasﬂoating-pointnumbers.Floating-pointimplementations,although
naivelyareasonableapproachtoreal-numberarithmetic,havebeenshowntohaveserious
shortcomings, since they may cause not only numerical errors but also fatal membership
errors (such as inclusion of a point in an interval to which it does not belong, etc.).
This difﬁculty has received some deserved attention in recent years (see, e.g., [For1],
[GY],[HHK],[Mil1],[Mil2],[Mil3],[GSS],and[SI])andseveralapproacheshavebeen
proposed on how to obviate the shortcoming. The common objective is to produce ro-
bust algorithms,namelyalgorithmswhoseanswerisa(small)perturbationofthecorrect
answer (as produced by the inﬁnite-precision algorithm). As noted by Fortune [For1],
thereare basicallytwo categories ofapproaches tothisobjective: Themostcommon one
resorts to approximate (i.e., rounded) computations, and uses properties of the assumed
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primitives to establish the topological correctness of the results (i.e., robustness) (see,
e.g., [For1], [For2], [FM], [HHK], and [GSS]). The other uses exact (i.e., integer) com-
putations but, since multiprecision integer arithmetic is required (d-fold for a dimension
d determinant), a straightforward implementation of this approach has a large perfor-
mance penalty (see [FV1] for a detailed analysis). Signiﬁcant improvements over the
naive method have been recently obtained. In particular, a promissing approach consists
in combining multiprecision integer (or rational) arithmetic and a ﬂoating-point ﬁlter
based on interval analysis [KLN], [FV1], [BJMM].
Our approach falls in the exact integer arithmetic category and our objective is to use
as few bits as possible to evaluate signs of determinants. Typically, we use no more bits
than the number b of bits used to code the entries. This implies that we would not do
multiplications of the entries and, a fortiori, we would not compute any determinants
when we evaluate the signs.
To the best of our knowledge, the only related attempt has been made by Clarkson
[Cla]. Clarkson uses an adaptation of the Gram–Schmidt procedure for computing an
orthogonal basis, and employs approximate arithmetic. For a d £ d determinant with
b-bit integer entries, Clarkson’s algorithm runs in time O.d3b/ and uses 2b C 1:5d
bits to represent the values. Our algorithm is quite different. It is limited to 2 £ 2
and 3 £ 3 determinants and its asymptotic worst-case complexity is worse than that of
Clarkson. However, it is simpler, it uses respectively b and .b C 1/-bit representations,
and extensive simulations have shown that it performs well in practice. Since the most
common applications are two- and three-dimensional, our method is competitive in this
range of parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the two-dimensional case
in detail, both because it provides insights for the three-dimensional case and because
it is used to resolve the determination of the sign of a three-dimensional determinant in
Section3.InSection4wepresentsomesigniﬁcantapplicationsoftheoutlinedtechnique
in computational geometry. In Section 5 we present and discuss experimental results
and compare our algorithm with the straightforward computation using ﬂoating-point
arithmetic or other exact arithmetics.
2. Two-Dimensional Case
2.1. The Algorithm. Let
D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x2 y2
¯
¯
¯
¯
b ea2£2 determinant whose entries are b-bit integers.
If one of the four entries is zero, D reduces to the product of two integers and the sign
of D follows from the sign of the two integers. In the rest of this section we assume that
all four entries are nonzero.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that all the entries are strictly positive.
Indeed, if an odd number of entries are negative, then the sign of D is trivially obtained.
If two entries are negative, either they belong to the same row or the same column, in
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which case changing their sign does not change D. If all entries are negative, changing
their sign does not change D.
Furthermore,wemayassumewithoutlossofgeneralitythat x2 ¸ x1 and y2 ¸ y1.The
case where x2 < x1 and y2 < y1 can be transformed to the previous one by exchanging
the two rows of the matrix, which yields a change of the sign of D. In the other cases
the sign of D can be obtained readily; speciﬁcally, if x1 · x2 and y2 < y1, D < 0, and,
if x1 > x2 and y2 ¸ y1, D > 0.
Under the above assumptions, we can write
x2 D x1 k1 C xr with k1 2 N and 0 · xr < x1
and deﬁne
yr D y2 ¡ k1 y1:
Then
D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x2 y2
¯
¯
¯
¯ D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x2 ¡ k1x1 y2 ¡ k1y1
¯
¯
¯
¯ D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
xr yr
¯
¯
¯
¯:
If y1 > 2b=k1, then yr cannot be computed, but in that case yr is certainly negative
and thus D < 0 otherwise yr can be computed. If it is outside the range [0; y1] the sign
of D can be obtained too: if yr < 0, then D < 0 and if yr > y1, then D > 0. Moreover,
if xr < x1=2 and yr > y1=2, then D > 0, and if xr > x1=2 and yr < y1=2, then D < 0.
Otherwise we rewrite D as follows:
if xr <
x1
2
and yr <
y1
2
; then D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
xr yr
¯
¯
¯
¯;
if xr >
x1
2
and yr >
y1
2
; then D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x1 ¡ xr y1 ¡ yr
¯
¯
¯
¯:
In both cases we get a new determinant where both entries of the second row have been
divided by at least two, and we can iterate the computation.
In conclusion, at each iteration, using only comparisons and euclidean divisions,
either the algorithm stops or it iterates on a reduced problem, where a row is replaced by
one whose entries are less than half the size of the original ones. Hence, the number of
iterations is bounded from above by the logarithm of the largest representable integer,
i.e., the number b of bits in the binary representation of the initial entries.
We sum up the results in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let D be a 2 £ 2 determinant with b-bit integer entries. There exists an
algorithmthatevaluatesthesignof D usingonlyb-bitarithmetic.Thealgorithmrequires
at most b iterations, each iteration involving O.1/ additions/subtractions, comparisons
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3. Three Dimensions
3.1. Geometric Intuition. Let
D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
x3 y3 z3
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
b ea3£3 determinant with b-bit integer entries. Vector .xi; yi;zi/ is denotedUi and the
unit vectors along the three axis are denoted Ex, Ey, and Ez. The z direction is called
verticalandu denotestheverticalprojectionofvectorU ontothehorizontalplanez D 0.
For convenience, we often identify a vector U with the point whose coordinate vector
is U. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the zi are nonnegative and that
z3 ¸ z1;z2.
The basic idea is as follows: unless the sign of D can be directly assessed, we replace
the original matrix with a matrix having the same determinant, but provably smaller
entries. This assures that the evaluation will terminate. The basic device used is the
standard addition to a row of a linear combination of the other rows.
More speciﬁcally, assume (here and in Sections 3.1–3.6), that the projections u1;u2
of U1;U2 are noncolinear (i.e., independent) vectors. This implies that the three vectors
U1;U2, and Ez are linearly independent, and we can express U3 as
U3 D ·1U1 C ·2U2 C ·3 Ez; (1)
where ·1;· 2;· 3 2R. It follows that
D D ·3
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
001
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
: (2)
Hence, if the sign of ·3 is known, the problem is reduced to evaluating the sign of
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
001
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x 1y 1
x 2y 2
¯
¯
¯
¯ ;
and we are faced with a two-dimensional problem.
We now show that, in some (usually most) cases, the sign of ·3 can be determined.
We have
·3 D z3 ¡ ·1z1 ¡ ·2z2: (3)
Let ·1 D k1 C ½1, ·2 D k2 C ½2, with k1 D b·1c, k2 D b·2c, and 0 · ½1;½ 2 <1. We
deﬁne
R D U3 ¡ k1U1 ¡ k2U2:
Then (3) becomes
·3 D zR ¡ ½1z1 ¡ ½2z2:Evaluating Signs of Determinants Using Single-Precision Arithmetic 115
Fig. 1. Box B.
If zR < 0, then ·3 < 0 since z1 and z2 are nonnegative, and, if zR > z1 C z2, ·3 > 0.
Otherwise, R lies in the intersection B of the cylinder projecting along the z axis onto
the parallelogram u1 © u2 (© denoting the Minkowski sum) with the slab of points W
such that 0 · zW · z1 C z2 (see Figure 1). In this case, we still do not know the sign of
·3, but we can write:
D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
xR yR zR
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
; (4)
where the row with the largest z component has been replaced by R.
The following geometric interpretation of our deﬁnitions will be useful in what fol-
lows. Let H be the plane passing through O and spanned by U1 and U2. The vectors
U1 and U2 generate in H the lattice LH Df l 1 U 1Cl 2 U 2; l 1; l 22Z g .L Hprojects ver-
tically onto the lattice L of the horizontal plane generated by u1 and u2. To each cell
C Df . l 1C" 1/ u 1C. l 2C" 2/ u 2;0·" 1;" 2 ·1gof L, we associate its reference point
l1u1 Cl2u2. In particular, k1u1 Ck2u2 is the reference point of the cell of L that contains
u3. To each cell of L, we associate also a box. The box associated to the cell C of L with
reference pointl1u1Cl2u2 is a copy ofB translatedby vectorl1U1Cl2U2 which projects
vertically onto C. Let B be the union of these boxes, i.e., the translated copies of B by
the vectors l1U1 C l2U2 for l1;l2 2 Z. B contains plane H and can be considered as an
approximation of H.
The geometric interpretation of the above dicussion is now: if U3 lies above (resp.
below) B, ·3 is positive (resp. negative), and otherwise, U3 can be replaced by a vector
contained in B.
3.2. The Algorithm. The algorithm consists of O.b/ iterations, but may terminate
earlier. Each iteration consists of three steps.
During a preliminary step, described in Section 3.3, the vectors whose z components
are negative are replaced by the opposite vectors and some easy cases are solved.
The ﬁrst step, described in Section 3.4, determines whetherU3 lies belowB, above B,
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integer entries: its sign can be evaluated using the algorithm of Section 2. In the last case
we translate point U3 in a direction parallel to H to obtain R D U3 ¡k1U1 ¡k2U2 2 B.
However, we cannot simply iterate on the vectors .U1;U2; R/. Indeed, although R is
known to lie in box B, the binary representation of its components may require as many
as b C 1 bits. Furthermore, the z component zR of R only satisﬁes 0 · zR · z1 C z2,
which does not imply that this component is smaller than the original z3.
The second step of the algorithm, to be described in Section 3.6, will either evaluate
the sign of ·3 or ﬁnd a vector R0 D R C µ1U1 C µ2U2 (µ1;µ 2 2f ¡ 1 ;0 ;C 1 g ) such that
the encoding length of its x and y components does not exceed b, and its z component
is less than z3=2.
The algorithm is then iterated on the vectors .U1;U2; R0/. Now, a reduction by two
of the modulus of the maximum z component of the vectors in D is guaranteed after at
most three iterations. Hence, in total, at most 3b iterations will be required either to ﬁnd
that D D 0 or end up with a 2 £ 2 determinant.
3.3. Preliminary Step. As in the two-dimensional case, the sign of the determinant
can be evaluated readily in some cases. First, we multiply by ¡1 the rows whose z
component are negative so that all the entries of the last column are nonnegative. This
does not change D if no or two rows are concerned and changes D to ¡D otherwise.
Secondly,wepermutetherowssothatU3 hasthelargest z component.Againthechange
in the sign of D induced by the permutation is known.
Then, if the three minors
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x2 y2
¯
¯
¯
¯;
¯
¯
¯
¯
x2 y2
x3 y3
¯
¯
¯
¯ and
¯
¯
¯
¯
x3 y3
x1 y1
¯
¯
¯
¯
areallstrictlypositive(resp.negative),then D ispositive(resp.negative).Geometrically,
this case corresponds to the situation where u1, u2, and u3 span positively the horizontal
plane, or, equivalently, the origin lies inside the triangle u1u2u3.
3.4. FirstStep:Computing R. Theﬁrststepofeachiterationeitherdeterminesthesign
of ·3 or, when U3 lies in B, computes the vector R D U3 ¡ k1U1 ¡ k2U2. This is not an
obvious task since the moduli of the integers k1 and k2 can be as large as 22bC1: indeed,
k1 D b·1c and k2 D b·2c and it follows from (1) that
·1 D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x3 y3
x2 y2
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x2 y2
¯
¯
¯
¯
and ·2 D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x3 y3
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x2 y2
¯
¯
¯
¯
:
As we restrict ourselves to .b C1/-bit arithmetic (a full discussion of that point is given
in Section 3.5), we may not be able to compute the ki.
Consider again the lattice L in the horizontal plane generated by u1 and u2. As vector
U3 has b-bit integer components, the coordinates of the points of the line segments OU3
and Ou3 have moduli less than 2b.
Informally, our strategy to compute R is to probe a subset of O.b/ edges of the lattice
L crossed by Ou3. For each such edge, we consider the corresponding edge in latticeEvaluating Signs of Determinants Using Single-Precision Arithmetic 117
LH.I ft h ezrange of all edges encountered during the process remains inside the bounds
of the available .b C 1/-bit arithmetic, the procedure ends when the cell containing u3
is found. If, on the contrary, an encountered edge of LH belongs to a box whose z range
exceeds the .b C 1/-bit representation, the z range of this edge extends entirely outside
the bounds of the b-bit representation. In such a case the sign of ·3 can be determined
easily and the calculation of R is halted.
We now present the details of the procedure.
Substep1.1. ConsidertheparallelogramformedbytheunionofthefourlatticecellsC0,
C0¡u1,C0¡u2,C0¡.u1Cu2/,whereC0 istheMinkowskisumu1©u2.Theboundaryof
this parallelogram consists of eight cell edges. By a straightforward (three-step) binary
search we determine which of these edges is intersected by the half-line L issued from
O and containing u3, the search discriminant being the sign of a 2 £ 2 determinant of
the form
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3
w
¯
¯
¯
¯ where w 2f u 1;u 2;u 1Cu 2;u 1¡u 2g . This search also identiﬁes which
of the cells C0, C0 ¡ u1, C0 ¡ u2, C0 ¡ .u1 C u2/ is intersected by the half-line L. Let
C0
0 D C0 ¡"1u1 ¡"2u2 be such cell. Note that if any of the determinants
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3
w
¯
¯
¯
¯ is equal to
zero, then either k1 D§ k 2or one of the ki is zero. In such cases the sign of ·3 or R can
be computed as in the two-dimensional case.
For the sake of simplicity, we standardize the problem by replacing the original basis
.u1;u2/withthebasis.v1;v 2/,wherevi D .¡2"i C1/ui,i D 1;2.Denotingbycu (resp.
cv) the reference point of the cell C of L that contains u3 when we take .u1;u2/ (resp.
.v1;v 2/) as basis vectors of L, we observe that
cu D cv C "1u1 C "2u2: (5)
We in fact compute cv, and then obtain cu using (5). In what follows k0
1 and k0
2 denote
the coordinates of cv in the basis .v1;v 2/. Let Di, i D 1;2, be the line of the horizontal
plane containing vi.
Substep 1.2. Next, we have to test whether or not u3 belongs to cell C0
0. This test entails
locating u3 with respect to the edge traversed by the half-line L, i.e., locating u3 with
respect to either D1 C v2 or D2 C v1. In the ﬁrst case we evaluate the sign of
¯
¯
¯
¯
v1
u3 ¡ v2
¯
¯
¯
¯
and, in the second, of
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3 ¡ v1
v2
¯
¯
¯
¯ (if the sign is negative, u3 2 C0
0). If u3 is included in C0
0,
k0
1 D k0
2 D 0, we deduce cu and the corresponding point Cu of LH using (5), compute
R D U3 ¡ C and go to Substep 1.6. Otherwise, we proceed to Substep 1.3.
Substep 1.3. Let K.1/ denote the ﬁrst lattice line traversed by Ou3, i.e., K.1/ 2f D 1C
v 2;D 2Cv 1g . Without loss of generality, here and hereafter, we assume K.1/ D D2 Cv1
(see Figure 2). For ¸ 2 N, we note K.¸/ the line D2 C ¸v1. The vertices of the edge of
lattice L belonging to K.¸/ and intersected by Ou3 (if such an intersection exists) are
denoted c.¸/ and c.¸/Cv2. Notice that c.¸/ D ¸v1C¸0v2 for some ¸0 2 N;0 · ¸0 <¸ .
Notice that like k1 and k2, ¸ and ¸0 may be as large as 22bC1 but since they would not
be explicitly computed this is not a problem.118 F. Avnaim, J.-D. Boissonnat, O. Devillers, F. P. Preparata, and M. Yvinec
Fig. 2. Illustration of Step 1.
In this substep we successively probes lines K.2/, K.4/;:::;K.2 i/;::::Each of
these probes may yield the sign of ·3, in which case the process terminates. If not, the
search continues until the unique integer k is determined such that Ou3 intersects K.2k/
but not K.2kC1/. After completing the probe of K.2j/, the algorithm stores in a stack
S point c.2j/. It is convenient to describe the search as a sequence of simpler actions
detailed below.
1.3.1. Assume that c.2l¡1/ has been determined. Ou3 crosses the line K.2l¡1/ between
c.2l¡1/andc.2l¡1/Cv2.Letz0 andz00 bethez coordinatesofthetwocorresponding
points of the lattice LH, jz0 ¡ z00jDz 2.I fz 0and z00 are both negative, then ·3 > 0
and, if z0 and z00 are both greater than 2b, then ·3 < 0; in such cases the sign of D
is known and the algorithm halts. Otherwise z0 and z00 have both encoding lengths
at most b C 1, and the process continues.
1.3.2. Wetestif Ou3crossestheline K.2l/byevaluatingthesignofthe2£2determinant
1 D
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3 ¡ 2c.2l¡1/
v2
¯
¯
¯
¯:
Notice that 2c.2l¡1/ 2 K.2l/.I fOu3 does not intersect K.2l/ (1<0), then we
go to Substep 1.4. Otherwise, we compute c.2l/ as described in Substep 1.3.3.
1.3.3. Since Ou3 crosses K.2l¡1/ between c.2l¡1/ and c.2l¡1/Cv2, Ou3 crosses K.2l/
between2c.2l¡1/and2c.2l¡1/C2v2.Clearly,c.2l/iseither2c.2l¡1/or2c.2l¡1/C
v2 (the latter in Figure 3). Point c.2l/ can be determined by testing on which side
of Ou3point2c.2l¡1/Cv2 lies,i.e.,byevaluatingthesignofthe2£2determinant ¯
¯
¯
¯
u3
2c.2l¡1/ C v2
¯
¯
¯
¯. Go to 1.3.1.Evaluating Signs of Determinants Using Single-Precision Arithmetic 119
Fig. 3. For Substep 1.3.3.
Substep 1.4. Assume now that Ou3 intersects the line K.2k/ but not the line K.2kC1/.
Thenthealgorithmcomputestheinteger¸f suchthat Ou3crosses K.¸f/butnot K.¸f C
1/. The determination of ¸f is a binary search. This search involves k steps numbered
k ¡ 1;k ¡ 2;:::;0. We denote ¸h the integer such that Ou3 intersects K.¸h/ but not
K.¸h C 2h/. Assume that at the beginning of step h, we know ¸hC1 and c.¸hC1/.W e
now explain how ¸h and c.¸h/ are inductively computed from ¸hC1 and c.¸hC1/. The
basis of the induction is given by h C 1 D k and ¸hC1 D 2k. Again, the search is better
illustrated as a sequence of simpler actions.
1.4.1 First, as in Step 1.3.1, let z0 and z00 be the z coordinates of the two points of
the lattice LH corresponding to c.¸hC1/ and c.¸hC1/ C v2.I fz 0and z00 are both
negative, then ·3 > 0 and, if z0 and z00 are both greater than 2b, then ·3 < 0; in
such cases, the sign of D is known and the algorithm halts. Otherwise z0 and z00
have both encoding lengths at most b C 1.
1.4.2 Thealgorithmthendeterminesonwhichsideof K.¸hC1C2h/pointu3 lies,which
can be done by evaluating the sign of the 2 £ 2 determinant
10 D
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3 ¡ c.¸hC1/ ¡ c.2h/
v2
¯
¯
¯
¯;
where c.2h/ is popped out of stack S.I fu 3lies on the same side of K.¸hC1 C2h/
as O (10 < 0), then ¸hC1 D ¸h, c.¸h/ D c.¸hC1/, and we can proceed to Step
h ¡ 1. Otherwise, ¸h D ¸hC1 C 2h and we have to compute c.¸h/.
1.4.3 Itistobeobservedthat Ou3crosses K.¸h/betweenc.¸hC1/Cc.2h/andc.¸hC1/C
c.2h/C2v2.Thusc.¸h/iseitherc.¸hC1/Cc.2h/orc.¸hC1/Cc.2h/Cv2 depending
on which side of Ou3 point c.¸hC1/ C c.2h/ C v2 lies, which is given by the sign
of
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3
c.¸hC1/ C c.2h/ C v2
¯
¯
¯
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The search is carried on until one of the following occurs: the algorithm halts, or it
goestoSubstep1.5atanintermediatestage,oritperformsallthestepsk¡1;k¡2;:::;0.
In the last case, we set ¸f D ¸0 and go to Substep 1.5.
Substep 1.5. This substep determines the cell of L that contains u3. We know that u3
belongstotheparallelogramc.¸f/;c.¸f/Cv1;c.¸f/Cv1C2v2;c.¸f/C2v2.Alasttest
locates u3 with respect to line D1 C c.¸f/ C v2 and determines the cell C of the lattice
L that contains u3. More precisely, if
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3 ¡ c.¸f/ ¡ v2
v1
¯
¯
¯
¯ ¸ 0;
then C is the cell whose reference point is c.¸f/ in the .v1;v 2/basis. Otherwise, C is
the cell whose reference point is c.¸f/ C v2. The reference point cu of C in the .u1;u2/
basis and the corresponding point Cu of LH are then obtained using (5) and we compute
R D U3 ¡ Cu.
Substep 1.6. If zR < 0, then ·3 < 0 and, if zR > z1 C z2, then ·3 > 0. Otherwise, we
go to Step 2 (described in Section 3.6).
Thisendsthedescriptionoftheﬁrstmajorstepofthealgorithm.Thevectorr D u3¡cu
belongs to the cell of L whose reference point is O, thus the encoding lengths of xR and
yR are at most b C 1 and 0 · zR · z1 C z2.
3.5. Arithmetic. In this section we show that .b C1/-bit arithmetic is sufﬁcient to run
the above algorithm, assuming that U1, U2, and U3 are b-bit integers.
First, we observe that all encountered c.¸/ and c.¸/ C v2 can be represented using
bC1bits.Indeed,since p D K.¸/\Ou3belongstothelinesegment Ou3,theencoding
length of its coordinates is less than the one of u3, and since c.¸/ and c.¸/Cv2 belong to
thelinesegment p¡u2; pCu2,oneadditionalbitisenoughtostorec.¸/andc.¸/Cv2.In
the casewherec.¸/iscomputed as thesum of two termsc.¸1/Cc.¸2/,then clearlyc.¸/
can be computed without difﬁculty. In the other case where c.¸/ D [c.¸1/Cc.¸2/]Cv2,
.bC2/bitsmayberequiredtostoretheintermediateresultc.¸1/Cc.¸2/,but,fortunately,
among the three possibilities c.¸/ D [c.¸1/Cc.¸2/]Cv2, c.¸/ D c.¸1/C[c.¸2/Cv2],
and c.¸/ D c.¸2/ C [c.¸1/ C v2] there always exists one that allows us to compute the
x (resp. y, z) coordinate of the sum so that the intermediate result remains on b C1 bits
(the formulas may be different for the different coordinates).
Next, we show that the computations of vector R performed in Substeps 1.2 or 1.5 do
notrequiremorethan.bC1/-bitarithmetic.Thecomputationofthex-and y-components
of R donotcauseanyproblemsincecv¡cu,u3¡cv,andu3¡cu caneachberepresented
with at most bC1 bits. Consider now the computation of zR. Let zv be the z-component
of the point Cv of LH which corresponds to cv and let zu be the z-component of Cu.I f
z RDz 3¡z uDz 3¡z v¡" 1z 1¡" 2z 2isintherange[¡2bC1;2bC1];thencanbecomputed
(indeed there is a way to organize the above sum in order to compute it using .bC1/-bit
arithmetic); else .jzRj > 2bC1/, we can easily decide if zR is positive or negative (·3 has
the same sign as zR).
The bit-length of zv is known to be at most b C 1, and it is easy to see from (5) that
the bit-length of zu does not exceed the bit-length of zv.I fz uis positive or negative
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negative with jzuj > 2b, then zR and ·3 are known to be negative and we do not need to
compute zR.
At last we show that the signs of the determinants used in Steps 1.3.2, 1.3.3, 1.4.2,
and 1.4.3 can be evaluated using .b C 1/-bit arithmetic. The vectors appearing in those
determinants are combinations of u1, u2, u3, and some c.¸/: for instance, at Step 1.3.3,
we need to compute 2c.2l¡1/ C v2. It follows from the description of the algorithm that
these vectors can always be computed using .bC3/-bit arithmetic. We now explain how
to reduce the number of bits of the arithmetic to b C1 for each of the Steps 1.3.2, 1.3.3,
1.4.2, and 1.4.3 of the algorithm.
Step 1.3.2. In this step we test on which side of K.2l/ point u3 lies. The problem
arises when the coordinates of u3 ¡ 2c.2l¡1/ are not both representable with b C 1 bits.
The idea is therefore to replace point 2c.2l¡1/ with another point w of K.2l/ such that
u3 ¡ w is represented with b C 1 bits. Let SP
1 D [¡2b;2b]£[¡2b;2b] be the single
precision domain. We claim that such a construction can be accomplished if at least one
of fc.2l¡1/;c.2l¡1/ C v2g and at least one of fc.2l¡1/ ¡ u3;c.2l¡1/ C v2 ¡ u3g belong
to SP. Let w1 and w2 ¡ u3 be points in SP chosen from these two sets, respectively.
It follows that point ¡w1 ¡ .w2 ¡ u3/ D u3 ¡ .w1 C w2/ is representable with b C 1
bits and that w1 C w2 2 K.2l/ since w1;w 2 2 K.2 l¡1/. We conclude that the entries
of the determinant
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3 ¡ w
v2
¯
¯
¯
¯ are representable with b C 1 bits. Otherwise we have the
following easily decidable alternatives:
(i) c.2l¡1/ 62 SP and c.2l¡1/ C v2 62 SP. We claim that u3 and O are on the same
side of K.2l/. Indeed, since v2 2 SP, the line K.2l¡1/ does not intersect the square
SP¤ with vertices .0;§2b/ and .§2b;0/ (see Figure 4(a)). Then K.2l/ is entirely
outside the square 2SP¤ which contains SP.
(ii) c.2l¡1/ ¡ u3 62 SP and c.2l¡1/ C v2 ¡ u3 62 SP. We claim that u3 and O are on
distinctssidesof K.2l/.Indeed,arguingasabove,line K.2l¡1/doesnotintersectthe
square SP¤Cu3 (SP¤ centered at u3, see Figure 4(b)). Thus, if p is the intersection
between K.2l¡1/ and Ou3,jjpu3jj1 ¸ 1
2 jjpu3jj1 > 2b¡1 (since p, being external
to SP¤ Cu3, has L1-distance from u3 > 2b). The point p0 D 2p is the point where
the lines Ou3 and K.2l/ intersect and we have
jjOp0jj1 D 2jjOpjj1 D 2jjOu3jj1 ¡ 2jjpu3jj1
< 2jjOu3jj1 ¡ 2b · jjOu3jj1 ;
which proves the claim.
Step 1.4.2. The modiﬁcation of this step is similar to (and simpler than) that of
Step 1.3.2. Here we are led to the evaluation of the sign of
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3 ¡ w
v2
¯
¯
¯
¯, where point w
must be chosen on line K.¸hC1 C 2h/. Since, as we already know, u3 and O are on
distinct sides of K.2hC1/, one of c.2h/ and c.2h/ C v2 can be represented with b bits;
let w1 be this vector. Similary, since O and u3 are on the same side of K.2¸hC1/, one of
c.¸hC1/ ¡ u3 and c.¸hC1/ C v2 ¡ u3 can be represented with b bits; let w2 ¡ u3 be this122 F. Avnaim, J.-D. Boissonnat, O. Devillers, F. P. Preparata, and M. Yvinec
Fig. 4. Illustrations for the cases: (a) c.2l¡1/ 62 SP and c.2l¡1/ C v2 62 SP, and (b) c.2l¡1/ ¡ u3 62 SP and
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vector.Theoppositeofthesumofthesetwovectors¡.w1C.w2¡u3// D u3¡.w1Cw2/
is represented with bC1 bits and w
1 D w1 Cw2 2 K.¸hC1 C2h/, as we wished to show.
Steps1.3.3and1.4.3. Theentriesofthedeterminant
¯
¯
¯
¯
u3
2c.2l¡1/ C v2
¯
¯
¯
¯usedinStep1.3.3
can be represented with b C 1 bits since 2c.2l¡1/ C v2 is either c.2l/ or c.2l/ C v2. The
same holds for the entries of the determinant used at Step 1.4.3.
3.6. Second Step: Exponential Reduction. The second major step of the algorithm, to
be described in this subsection, either evaluates the sign of ·3 or ﬁnds a vector R0 D
R¡µ1U1¡µ2U2,µ1;µ 2 2f ¡ 1 ;0 ;1 gsuchthatxR0, yR0 areb-bitintegersandjzR0j·z 3= 2.
In order to do that, we further subdivide the box B into four subboxes such that, for any
r lying in each of those subboxes, either such a vector R0 can be determined or the sign
of ·3 can be readily obtained.
The projection of box B onto the plane is the parallelogram u1 © u2. The algorithm
locates the projection r of R with respect to the two diagonals of the parallelogram
joining u1 to u2 and O to u1 C u2 by evaluating the sign of 2 £ 2 determinants
¯
¯
¯
¯
r
u1 C u2
¯
¯
¯
¯ and
¯
¯
¯
¯
r ¡ u1
u2 ¡ u1
¯
¯
¯
¯
(see Figure 5).
We illustrate the step just for one of the four subboxes; handling of the other three
cases is trivially analogous. Assume therefore, without loss of generality, that r belongs
to triangle .O;u1;.u1Cu2/=2/ (the shaded triangle in Figure 5). Then
² if zR > sup.z1;.z1Cz2/=2/, then ·3 > 0,
² else, we choose R0 as the vector among the two vectors R and R ¡ U1 whose z
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component has the smaller modulus. It follows that
jzR0j·
sup.z1;z2/
2
·
z3
2
:
3.7. Nonindependent Vectors. We have assumed above that .u1;u2/ are linearly inde-
pendent vectors. If these vectors are not independent, the minor
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1
x2 y2
¯
¯
¯
¯ of
D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
x3 y3 z3
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
associated to the z3 component of u3 vanishes and we can simply replace z3 by zero
without modifying the determinant:
D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
x3 y3 0
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
:
3.8. ComplexityAnalysisoftheAlgorithm. Ateachiteration,eitherthealgorithmeval-
uatesthesignof·3 andendsbythecomputationofa2£2determinant,orititerateswith
a3£3 determinant where the greatest (in absolute value) element of the last column
has been divided by at least two while the others remain unchanged. It follows that the
number of iterations is at most 3b.
Each iteration consists of Substeps 1.1–1.6 and Step 2. The cost of each step is
dominated by evaluating signs of 2 £ 2 determinants with .b C 1/-bit integer entries.
Substep 1.1 requires three such evaluations, Substep 1.2 one, Substep 1.3 at most 4b
(each iteration requires evaluating the sign of two determinants and there are at most
logki · 2b iterations), Substep 1.4 at most 4b, Substep 1.5 at most one, and Substep 2
at most two. Thanks to Theorem 1, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let D be a 3 £ 3 determinant with b-bit integer entries. There exists an
algorithm that evaluates the sign of D using only .b C 1/-bit arithmetic. The algorithm
requires at most 3b iterations, each iteration involving the evaluation of at most 8b C 9
signsof2£2determinantswith.bC1/-bitintegerentries.Intheworstcasethealgorithm
requires at most 3b2.8b C 9/ elementary steps, each elementary step involving O.1/
additions=subtractions, comparisons, and euclidean divisions.
4. Geometric Applications. Most geometric tests can be reduced to computing the
sign of a determinant. This section shows such reductions for the most basic geometric
tests.
4.1. which side.G i v e n d points A1;:::;A d in d-space, and another point X of
Rd, Function which side determines whether X belongs to the hyperplane H passing
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the core of many geometric algorithms, and, in particular, of all algorithms computing
convex hulls of points in Rd.
Function which side can be implemented as the evaluation of the sign of the d £d
determinant
D D
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
A1 ¡ X
: : :
Ad ¡ X
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
with .b C 1/-bit integer entries, if the points have b-bit integer coordinates.
4.2. sign dot product. Given two 2-vectors U1 D .x1; y1/ and U2 D .x2; y2/
with b-bit integer components, the sign of the dot product U1 ¢U2 can be determined by
determining the sign of the 2 £ 2 determinant with b-bit integer entries
¯
¯
¯
¯
y1 ¡x1
x2 y2
¯
¯
¯
¯ D U1 ¢ U2:
Given two 3-vectors U1 D .x1; y1;z1/ and U2 D .x2; y2;z2/ with b-bit integer compo-
nents, if x1 6D 0, the sign of the dot product U1 ¢ U2 can be determined by determining
the sign of the 3 £ 3 determinant with b-bit integer entries
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
y1 ¡x1 0
z1 0 ¡x1
x2 y2 z2
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
D x1 U1 ¢ U2:
If x1 D 0, the problem is reduced to the two-dimensional case (this formula can be
generalized to higher dimensions).
These results immediately apply for comparing the norms of two vectors. Indeed,
given two vectors U1 and U2,
jU1j2 ¡j U 2j 2D. U 1CU 2/¢. U 1¡U 2/:
It follows that comparing the norms of two d-vectors with b-bit integer components,
is equivalent to evaluating the sign of a d £ d determinant with .b C 1/-bit integer
entries.
4.3. in circle. The basic numerical test involved in the construction of Voronoi
diagrams in the plane is the following. Given are three points Ai D .xi; yi/, i D 1;2;3,
andanotherpoint X D .x; y/withb-bitintegercoordinates.Thetestconsistsindeciding
whether X lies on the circle C passing through A1, A2, and A3, inside C, or outside C.
This is equivalent to determining the sign of the following 3 £ 3 determinant:
in circle.X/ D
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 ¡ xx 2 ¡ xx 3 ¡ x
y 1 ¡ yy 2 ¡ yy 3 ¡ y
x 2
1 C y 2
1 ¡ x 2 ¡ y 2 x 2
2 C y 2
2 ¡ x 2 ¡ y 2 x 2
3 C y 2
3 ¡ x 2 ¡ y 2
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
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D
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 ¡ xx 2 ¡ x
y 1 ¡ yy 2 ¡ y
0 . x 2 ¡ x /.x2 ¡ x1/ C .y2 ¡ y/.y2 ¡ y1/
x3 ¡ x
y3 ¡ y
.x3 ¡ x/.x3 ¡ x1/ C .y3 ¡ y/.y3 ¡ y1/
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
D
1
x1 ¡ x
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 ¡ xx 2 ¡ x
0 . x 1 ¡ x /.y2 ¡ y/ ¡ .x2 ¡ x/.y1 ¡ y/
0 .x2 ¡ x/.x2 ¡ x1/ C .y2 ¡ y/.y2 ¡ y1/
x3 ¡ x
.x1 ¡ x/.y3 ¡ y/ ¡ .x3 ¡ x/.y1 ¡ y/
.x3 ¡ x/.x3 ¡ x1/ C .y3 ¡ y/.y3 ¡ y1/
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
D
¯
¯
¯
¯
.x1 ¡ x/.y2 ¡ y/ ¡ .x2 ¡ x/.y1 ¡ y/
.x2 ¡ x/.x2 ¡ x1/ C .y2 ¡ y/.y2 ¡ y1/
.x1 ¡ x/.y3 ¡ y/ ¡ .x3 ¡ x/.y1 ¡ y/
.x3 ¡ x/.x3 ¡ x1/ C .y3 ¡ y/.y3 ¡ y1/
¯
¯
¯
¯:
It follows that Function in circle can be implemented as the evaluation of the sign
o fa2£2 determinant with .2b C 3/-bit integer entries.
A similar computation shows that the analogous Function in sphere can be imple-
mented as the evaluation of the sign of the following 3£3 determinant with .2bC4/-bit
integer entries:
in sphere.X/
D
1
x1 ¡ x
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
.x1 ¡ x/.y2 ¡ y/ ¡ .x2 ¡ x/.y1 ¡ y/
.x1 ¡ x/.z2 ¡ z/ ¡ .x2 ¡ x/.z1 ¡ z/
.x2 ¡ x/.x2 ¡ x1/ C .y2 ¡ y/.y2 ¡ y1/ C .z2 ¡ z/.z2 ¡ z1/
.x1 ¡ x/.y3 ¡ y/ ¡ .x3 ¡ x/.y1 ¡ y/
.x1 ¡ x/.z3 ¡ z/ ¡ .x3 ¡ x/.z1 ¡ z/
.x3 ¡ x/.x3 ¡ x1/ C .y3 ¡ y/.y3 ¡ y1/ C .z3 ¡ z/.z3 ¡ z1/
.x1 ¡ x/.y4 ¡ y/ ¡ .x4 ¡ x/.y1 ¡ y/
.x1 ¡ x/.z4 ¡ z/ ¡ .x4 ¡ x/.z1 ¡ z/
.x4 ¡ x/.x4 ¡ x1/ C y4 ¡ y/.y4 ¡ y1/ C .z4 ¡ z/.z4 ¡ z1/
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
:
4.4. intersections sorting. When constructing arrangements of line segments
intheplaneandtrapezoidalmaps(e.g.,byasweep-linealgorithm),thefollowingcrucial
numerical test is used. Let A0A1, A2A3, A4A5, and A6A7 be four line segments. The test
consists in deciding if the x-coordinate xI of the intersection point I of A0A1 and A2A3
is smaller or greater than the x-coordinate xJ of the intersection point J of A4A5 and
A6A7. If the coordinates of points Ai are b-bit integers, this test reduces to evaluating
the sign of a 2 £ 2 determinant with .3b C 3/-bit integer entries.
Indeed, if Ai D .xi; yi/ for i D 0;:::;7,
xI D
AI
BI
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where
AI D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 ¡ x0 x0y1 ¡ x1y0
x3 ¡ x2 x2y3 ¡ x3y2
¯
¯
¯
¯;
BI D
¯
¯
¯
¯
x1 ¡ x0 y1 ¡ y0
x3 ¡ x2 y3 ¡ y2
¯
¯
¯
¯;
andasimilarexpressioncanbefoundfor xJ.Comparing xI and xJ reducestotestingthe
sign of the 2£2 determinant
¯
¯
¯
¯
AI BI
AJ BJ
¯
¯
¯
¯ where each element AI and AJ are .3bC3/-bit
integers while BI and BJ are .2b C 3/-bit integers.
5. ImplementationandExperimentalResults. Implementationhasbeendoneusing
C++ and the C++ ATT compiler on a Sun SS5-70. Times have been obtained using the
clock command.
Theentriesareintegersstoredinavariableoftypedouble.Thisallowsustomanipulate
exact 53-bit integers, to beneﬁt the fast-ﬂoating point arithmetic of the processor and
to handle overﬂows easily. For 3 £ 3 determinants we do not apply exactly Theorem 2
and use a simpliﬁed algorithm that requires a .bC2/-bit arithmetic. More precisely, the
algorithm does not look for the right order to compute c.¸/ D c.¸1/ C c.¸2/ C v2 as
mentioned in Section 3.5.
Thefollowingtablesumsupthelimitsontheprecisionoftheentriesforthegeometric
tests of Section 4 using 32-bit, 53-bit, and 64-bit arithmetic:
Line side Plane side In circle In sphere Intersection
Determinant size
Arithmetic Function 2 £ 23 £ 32 £ 23 £ 32 £ 2
32 Entries size 31 29 14 14 9
53 Entries size 52 50 24 23 16
64 Entries size 63 61 30 30 20
Implementation is available through WWW at url: http://www.inria.fr:/prisme/personnel/
devillers/anglais/determinant.html.
The code has been tested on several kinds of determinants and compared with other
methods that compute the determinant and subsequently test the sign.
Two variants of our method have been implemented.
STANDARD. The algorithm is iterated, until comparison of the entries and computation
of the sign of minors in the three-dimensional case guarantees a conclusion. Evaluation
of the sign of 2 £ 2 determinants in the three-dimensional algorithm is computed using
the lazy variant.
LAZY. The algorithm is combined with a ﬂoating-point ﬁlter. In the two-dimensional
case the IEEE standard ensures that the sign of the determinant can be computed exactly128 F. Avnaim, J.-D. Boissonnat, O. Devillers, F. P. Preparata, and M. Yvinec
whenusingtheﬂoating-pointarithmeticaslongasitisnonzero.Thustheexactarithmetic
is invoked only in that case. In the 3D case, if the absolute value of the rounded determi-
nant is bigger than 2¯ where ¯ D logmaxkxikClogmaxkyikClogmaxkzik¡bC5
we rely on the sign given by the rounded computation (IEEE norm ensure that the direct
computation of the determinant D yields an approximate value Q D D D.1 C 5"machine).
This ﬁlter is applied each time a new determinant is considered (i.e., each time some R0
is substituted to U3).
Direct Computation. This computation is done by ﬁrst converting the original data
from double to different numeric types and then the determinant is computed using the
following formula:
¯
¯
¯
¯
ab
cd
¯
¯
¯
¯ D ad ¡bc in the two-dimensional case;
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
abc
def
ghi
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
D . a . ei¡ fh/Cb.fg¡di//Cc.dh¡eg/ in the three-dimensional case.
We have to mention that the type conversion between double and the other types used
may be expensive and the time can be reduced if these types are used for the original
data (this conversion time is included in the tables below).
The direct computation is run with different arithmetic.
DOUBLE. The computation done using double arithmetic is fast but not safe since it
is subject to rounding errors.
QUADRUPLE. The computation is done using quadruple precision (long double
type).For2£2determinants(butnotfor3£3),thisensuresexactnessofthecomputation.
LEDA-INTEGER. LEDA provides exact computation on integers of arbitrary length.
The result is exact [MN].
LN. LN Package, by S. Fortune and C. Van Wyk, works as a compiler, it transforms
expressioninLNlanguageintooptimizedC++routinecomputingthesignoftheexpres-
sion, ﬁrst through a ﬁlter if it is not enough to conclude using optimized exact arithmetic
(of ﬁxed length). The result is exact [FV2].
Input. These methods have been tested and compared on a variety of inputs. We report
here the most signiﬁcant results.
We have run the above methods on null determinants, small determinants, and deter-
minants of random matrices. In what follows a is said to be random on b bits if a is an
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Two-dimensional inputs
Random :
¯
¯
¯
¯
ac
bd
¯
¯
¯
¯ a ; b ; c ; d random on 53 bits.
x D¡ y :
¯
¯
¯
¯
ac
¡ a ¡ c
¯
¯
¯
¯ a ; c random on 53 bits.
x D¡ yC" :
¯
¯
¯
¯
aCe a cCe c
¡ aCe b ¡ cCe d
¯
¯
¯
¯
a ;crandom on 53 bits,
ea;eb;ec;ed on 2 bits.
x D¡ y t :
¯
¯
¯
¯
a ¡ a
b ¡ b
¯
¯
¯
¯ a ;brandom on 53 bits.
x D¡ yC" t :
¯
¯
¯
¯
aCe a ¡ aCe c
bCe b ¡ bCe d
¯
¯
¯
¯
a ;brandom on 53 bits,
ea;eb;ec;ed on 2 bits.
kU;lU :
¯
¯
¯
¯
ka la
kb lb
¯
¯
¯
¯ a;b random on 26 bits, k;l on 27 bits.
kU;lU C" :
¯
¯
¯
¯
ka Cea la Cec
kbCeb lbCed
¯
¯
¯
¯
a;brandom on 26 bits, k;l on 27 bits,
ea;eb;ec;ed on 2 bits.
U;b®Uc :
¯
¯
¯
¯
ac
b ® a cb ® c c
¯
¯
¯
¯ a ; c random on 53 bits, ® random in [¡1;1].
D :
¯
¯
¯
¯
aa
aa
¯
¯
¯
¯ a random on 53 bits.
DC " :
¯
¯
¯
¯
aCe a aCe c
aCe b aCe d
¯
¯
¯
¯ arandom on 53 bits, ea;eb;ec;ed on 2 bits.
Running time (¹s)
Input Double Quadruple LEDA-integer LN Standard Lazy
Random 0.58 165 47 2.1 2.39 0.66
Almost null x D¡ yC" 0.58 166 50 15.7 27.60 0.64
x D¡ yC" t 0.56 164 47 15.6 3.49 1.41
kU;lU C" 0.52 152 47 15.9 24.91 0.66
U;b®Uc 0.58 159 47 15.5 31.66 2.79
DC " 0.47 162 48 15.8 3.08 1.18
Null kU;lU 0.49 148 47 15.9 26.26 32.10
D 0.52 160 48 16.1 4.24 5.02
x D¡ y 0.54 163 48 16.3 53.18 64.89
x D¡ y t 0.52 164 48 16.2 4.33 5.10130 F. Avnaim, J.-D. Boissonnat, O. Devillers, F. P. Preparata, and M. Yvinec
Three-dimensional inputs
Random :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
adg
beh
cfi
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a ; b ; c ; d ; e ; f ; g ; h ; i
random on 51 bits.
x C y C z D 0:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
adg
beh
¡ a ¡ b ¡ d ¡ e ¡ g ¡ h
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a ; b ; d ; e ; g ; h random on
51 bits.
x C y C z D 0 C " :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a C ea d C ed g C eg
b C eb e C ee h C eh
¡a ¡ b C ec ¡d ¡ e C ef ¡g ¡ h C ei
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a;b;d;e;g;h random on
51 bits,
ea;eb;ec;ed;ee;ef ;eg;eh;
ei on 2 bits.
x C y C z D 0t :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
ad¡ a ¡ d
be¡ b ¡ e
cf¡ c ¡ f
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a ; b ; c ; d ; e ; f random on
51 bits.
x C y C z D 0 C "t :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a C ea d C ed ¡a ¡ d C eg
b C eb e C ee ¡b ¡ e C eh
c C ec f C ef ¡c ¡ f C ei
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a;b;c;d;e; f random on
51 bits,
ea;eb;ec;ed;ee;ef ;eg;eh;
ei on 2 bits.
kU;lV;mU CnV :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
ka ld ma Cnd
kb le mbCne
kc lf mcCnf
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a;b;c;d;e; f;m;nrandom
on 25 bits,
k;l on 26 bits.
kU;lV;mU CnV C" :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
ka Cea ld Ced ma Cnd Ceg
kbCeb leCee mbCneCeh
kcCec lf Cef mcCnf Cei
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a;b;c;d;e; f;m;nrandom
on 25 bits,
k;l on 26 bits,
ea;eb;ec;ed;ee;ef ;eg;eh;
ei on 2 bits.
U;V;b®U C ¯Vc :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
adg
beh
b ® a C ¯ b cb ® d C ¯ e cb ® g C ¯ h c
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a ; b ; d ; e ; g ; h random on
51 bits,
®;¯ random in [¡1
2; 1
2].
D :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
aaa
aaa
aaa
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
a random on 53 bits.
DC " :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
aCe a aCe d aCe g
aCe b aCe e aCe h
aCe c aCe f aCe i
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
arandom on 53 bits,
ea;eb;ec;ed;ee;ef ;eg;eh;
ei on 2 bits
Running time (¹s)
Input Double LEDA-integer LN Standard Lazy
Random 1.9 225 3.0 14 3
Almost null x C y C z D 0 C " 2.0 217 65.5 310 7
x C y C z D 0 C "t 2.0 222 65.4 134 11
kU;lV;mU CnV C" 2.0 215 65.9 288 15
U;V;b®U C ¯Vc 2.0 215 65.3 303 37
DC " 2.2 209 71.0 164 185
Null kU;lV;mU CnV 2.0 219 66.9 497 582
D 2.0 188 77.5 18 23
x C y C z D 0 2.0 221 66.2 934 910
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The standard algorithm performs very well on determinants with random entries;
even the nonlazy version acts as a ﬁlter. As this is the situation which is likely to be
encountered in practice, our method is believed to run fast in most applications. The null
casesareusuallyveryuncommoninpracticewhilethealmostnullcasesaremorerealistic
since nearly degenerate conﬁgurations are encountered. In such cases our performance
is of the same order of magnitude as the LEDA-integers. Our algorithm is faster than LN
in some cases and never exceeds LN by a factor 13.
6. ConcludingRemarks. Wehavepresentedanalgorithmthatevaluatessignsof2£2
and 3£3 determinants with b-bit integer entries using only b and .bC1/-bit arithmetic,
respectively. We have also shown how this algorithm can be used in several basic tests
in geometric computation. The algorithm has been implemented and compared with the
direct computation using several exact methods. Extensive experimental results have
been given which demonstrate the efﬁciency of the algorithm.
An obvious direction for further research is to extend the present work to higher
dimensions. The only difﬁculty there is to generalize Step 2 (Section 3.6) which reduces
thelastcomponentbyaconstantfactorwhilekeepingtheothercomponentssmallerthan
2b. Such an extension would provide, at least in principle, an extremely general solution
to robustness in geometric computation since, by a result of Valiant [Val], any algebraic
expression of size e can be constructively written as an .e C 2/ £ .e C 2/ determinant
whose entries are either variables or constants.
Acknowledgments. Jean-Pierre Merlet is acknowledged for supplying to us his inter-
active drawing preparation system JPdraw .
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